AMENDMENT TO RULES COMMITTEE PRINT 117–13

OFFERED BY MR. SMITH OF WASHINGTON

Page 745, beginning line 11, strike “, with not fewer than three-quarters of the Members of the House of Representatives and Senate, duly chosen and sworn, voting in the affirmative”.

Page 1248, in the table of section 4101, under the heading “UH–60 BLACKHAWK M MODEL (MYP)”, insert the following entry (with the dollar amounts aligned under the “House Authorized” column):

1 UH–60 Blackhawk for Army Guard.......................[211,500]

Page 1248, in the table of section 4101, in the entry relating to “UH–60 BLACKHAWK M MODEL (MYP)”, strike “582,263” and insert “793,763”.

Page 1248, in the table of section 4101, under the heading “UH–60 BLACKHAWK M MODEL (MYP) AP”, strike the entry “UH–60 Black Hawk for Army Guard. . . . . . . .[211,500]”.
Page 1248, in the table of section 4101, in the entry relating to “UH–60 BLACKHAWK M MODEL (MYP) AP”, strike “357,568” and insert “146,068”.

Page 1256, in the table of section 4101, above the heading “013 FFG-FRIGATE”, add a new heading “011 DDG–51 AP. . .. . .. . ..130,000” (with the line number aligned under the “Line” column, the item name aligned under the “Item” column, and the amount aligned under the “House Authorized” column) and insert the following entry under the new heading (with the dollar amount aligned under the “House Authorized” column):

1 AP for a third ship in FY 2023.......................[130,000]

Page 1256, in the table of section 4101, under the heading “DDG–51”, strike the entry “AP for a third ship in FY 2023. . . . . . . . .[130,000]”.

Page 1256, in the table of section 4101, in the entry relating to “DDG–51”, strike “5,058,424” and insert “4,928,424”.

Page 1256, in the table of section 4101, under the heading “DDG–51”, strike “One additional ship” and insert “Two additional ships”.

Page 1276, in the table of section 4201, under the heading “AEROSPACE PROPULSION”, strike the entry “Program decrease. . . . . . . [-43,000]”.

Page 1276, in the table of section 4201, in the entry relating to “AEROSPACE PROPULSION”, strike “131,683” and insert “174,683”.

Page 1276, in the table of section 4201, in the entry relating to “SUBTOTAL APPLIED RESEARCH”, strike “1,361,690” and insert “1,404,690”.

Page 1278, in the table of section 4201, under the heading “B–52 SQUADRONS”, insert the following entry (with the dollar amount aligned under the “House Authorized” column):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Program decrease.......................[-43,000]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Page 1278, in the table of section 4201, in the entry relating to “B–52 SQUADRONS”, strike “568,811” and insert “525,811”.

Page 1280, in the table of section 4201, in the entry relating to “SUBTOTAL OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT”, strike “21,441,537” and insert “21,398,537”.

Page 1288, in the table of section 4301, under the heading “FORCE READINESS OPERATIONS SUP-
PORT”, insert the following entry (with the dollar amount aligned under the “House Authorized” column):

1 Program decrease....................[-7,500]

Page 1288, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “FORCE READINESS OPERATIONS SUPPORT”, strike “5,476,104” and insert “5,468,604”.

Page 1289, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “SUBTOTAL OPERATING FORCES”, strike “34,480,279” and insert “34,472,779”.

Page 1290, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “TOTAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE, ARMY”, strike “52,542,148” and insert “52,534,648”.

Page 1295, in the table of section 4301, under the heading “CONTRACTOR LOGISTICS SUPPORT AND SYSTEM SUPPORT”, strike the entry “Program decrease. . . . . . . . . [-7,500]”.

Page 1295, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “CONTRACTOR LOGISTICS SUPPORT AND SYSTEM SUPPORT”, strike “8,635,153” and insert “8,642,653”.

Page 1295, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “SUBTOTAL OPERATING FORCES”, strike “42,333,267” and insert “42,340,767”.

Page 1295, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “CONTRACTOR LOGISTICS SUPPORT AND SYSTEM SUPPORT”, strike “8,635,153” and insert “8,642,653”.
Page 1296, in the table of section 4301, in the entry relating to “TOTAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE, AIR FORCE”, strike “53,418,676” and insert “53,426,176”.

[Signature]